The Doctoral School of the University invites you to participate to "Basic of Project Writing", as a part of the initiatives of complementary research training.

This training is organized in two parts:

**Plenary session - 1 February 2021 - h 10-12 - OPEN TO ALL PhD Candidates:**

"Basics of funding application writing - focus on EU projects": How to read a call for proposals text and comply with the funder's request. Overview of the general structure of a scientific proposal for funding and of the specificities of individual grant/fellowship proposals as compared to collaborative projects.

To enrol it is necessary to fill in the form at the following link by the 28 January:

https://forms.gle/uHhJ6aKxrTKjCtmTA

**Workshop session - Two dates available: 4 February, h 10-12 and 9 February, 10-12 - OPEN TO PhD Candidates enrolled at the Third and Forth Year:**

"Hands-on project writing workshop": Highlights of proposal writing: keywords, evaluation bottlenecks, writing tips, practical info, plus a hands-on writing/editing exercise. For a more effective participation, participants will be required to share beforehand a short summary of their research interests and a 1/2 page CV (instruction will follow).

For this second part, max 20 spots for each date are available (first come first served basis).

To enrol it is necessary to fill in the form at the following link by the 28 January:

https://forms.gle/gmenxSepXqHACa2y5

The training will be held on-line and in English.

Participants will receive confirmation of enrollment and instructions to participate on the 29 January.

Trainer: Chiara Abrescia, PhD
Scientific Officer, Research Facilitator - Life Sciences
Common Strategic Task Force (CSTF) - Sezione Progettazione per la Ricerca, Università di Torino

For any further information: dottorati@unito.it